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                      How To Use SPRYNG
                      
                        Wrap your SPRYNGs around your calves

                          How To Use SPRYNG
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                        Use SPRYNG anywhere and everywhere
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                        Gabby talks about the science
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              Ultimate Massage Device
            

            
              Unleash the power of targeted recovery with SPRYNG™, the dynamic calf massage that goes beyond the ordinary. Elevate your performance and redefine rejuvenation as SPRYNG™ takes calf care to a whole new level, offering your calves the massage it needs.
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              100% Wireless & Tubeless
            

            
              With SPRYNG™ innovative wireless and tubeless design, you can enjoy the benefits of active compression therapy without any wires or tubes getting in your way. Just slip on the comfortable, lightweight wrap and let SPRYNG™ do the rest. It's the perfect on-the-go recovery solution for busy, active people.
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            Helps Improve Performance & Recovery
          

          
            Whether you're an elite athlete or a weekend warrior, SPRYNG™ can help you take your performance to the next level. It is a recovery tool For Improved Athletic Performance And Mobility, SPRYNG™ can help you recover faster, train harder, and achieve your goals more quickly and easily than ever before.
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            It Feels Amazing
          

          
            SPRYNG™ gentle, pulsating compression feels like a relaxing massage for your calves. You'll love the way it soothes sore muscles and eases tension, leaving you feeling refreshed, rejuvenated, and ready to take on whatever comes your way. Experience the amazing benefits of SPRYNG™ for yourself and discover a new level of recovery and performance.
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            With SPRYNG™ innovative wireless and tubeless design, you can enjoy the benefits of active compression therapy without any wires or tubes getting in your way. Just slip on the comfortable, lightweight wrap and let SPRYNG™ do the rest. It's the perfect on-the-go recovery solution for busy, active people.
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                      The Power Of SPRYNG 1.0
                    

                    
                      
                        
 


                      

                    

                    
                      SPRYNG™ is a revolutionary compression wrap that has been designed to improve athletic performance and mobility, and muscle recovery.
                    

                    
                      $199.99



                    

                    SPRYNG™'s got just what you need to get rid of the soreness and to get right  back into the game! All you need is a faster recovery with SPRYNG
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    SPRYNG 2.0
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          App Showcase


          

            Customize Your Recovery Time

            
              With the SPRYNG™ App you can set your own recovery time. This can be less than the built-in 15 min or more, you can take this up to 60min! It’s all about what works for you!


This app is compatible only with SPRYNG 2.0

            


            Track Your Progress

            
              Need to know your monthly usage? Or your total usage of the SPRYNG™ Device? Your usage statistics are trackable with the SPRYNG™ App

            


            Change The Intensity

            
              With the app you can change the intensity of the SPRYNG™ device to fit your liking.
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              DOWNLOAD SPRYNG APP:
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        Official Recovery Partner for USAT

        
        Know More
        

      

    

  

  

  
  
    
      USAT UPCOMING EVENTS
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            Sprint & Olympic-distance National Championships

            Aug 4th to 6th 
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            Ultra-Distance National Championships 

            Aug 13th
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            Military and First Responders National Championships

            Oct 21st 
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     Who Are Our Customers?
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                  SPRYNG helps reduce muscle soreness and prompt recovery after cycling

                

                
                  Cycling
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                  Increase your fitness using SPRYNG

                

                
                  Fitness
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            SPRYNG can help you increase circulation in your legs specially when it’s challenging to take those evening strolls and quick bike rides
          

          
            Health And Wellness
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            Running can result in achy pains in your calves. SPRYNG will help your muscles recover in 15 minutes
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            SPRYNG helps you recover faster right after a challenging session at the gym / home gym
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                            Olympic medalist, key part of the 2024 Olympic team.

                        

                        

                    

                    
                        
                             Brand Ambassdors

                            Gabby Thomas

                            Thomas is an American track-and-field olympic athlete, who specializes in the 100 and 200 meters sprint. Thomas was born December 7, 1996, in Atlanta, Georgia to American mother Jennifer Randall and Jamaican father Desmond Thomas.

                            
                             View More
                            

                            her achievements in olympics games
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                                      Silver medal
                                    

                                    
                                      Second place	in 2020 Tokyo	for 4×100 m relay race
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                                      Bronze medal
                                    

                                    
                                      Third place	in 2020 Tokyo	for 200 m race
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                        Erika Lima

                      
                      
                        California

                      
                    

                  
                

                
                  
                    Highly Recommended

                  
                  
                    

                  
                  
                    Received my SPRYNG a few weeks ago and love it! SPRYNG provides a 100% wireless recovery experience in just 15 minutes, allowing you to easily fit recovery into your daily
lifestyle and routine. Been using it on my period days and also after long busy days, and it has helped a lot with my achy legs.
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                        Nick Stahl

                      
                      
                        California

                      
                    

                  
                

                
                  
                    Old Legs, Feel Young

                  
                  
                    

                  
                  
                    Between Muay Thai & MMA Monday through Friday , Weight Training most days, Rollerblading, Hiking, Flag Football Saturdays & Beach Volleyball Sundays... your boy needs an
edge, with@SpryngMe’s active compression wraps, my muscles recover much faster which helps me Participate in all of my favorite activities 7 days aweek
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                        Amber Miller

                      
                      
                        Virginia

                      
                    

                  
                

                
                  
                     Looks good, feels great.

                  
                  
                    

                  
                  
                    Spryngis my go to for recovery because it helps aid in flushing lactic acid build up and increasing oxygenation to tissues, helpingyou recover faster and making your legs feel
AMAZING especially for my runners out there! It’s portable and can be used on the go whenever it is convenient for you + it onlytakes 15 minutes for a full session!
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                        David Murrietta

                      
                      
                        California

                      
                    

                  
                

                
                  
                    Amazing Healing Product

                  
                  
                    

                  
                  
                    Official game changer!! With its compact and portable design, Talk about the benefits ofSpryngand how it helps you in your day-to-day life. Whether I’m editing videos, personal
training, working long hours on a movie set, or pouring wine for wine tasting. I always keep my SPRYNGS ready for whenever and wherever.
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                        Rachel Norstorm

                      
                      
                        Massachusett

                      
                    

                  
                

                
                  
                    Spryng Review

                  
                  
                    

                  
                  
                    Multitasking is my secret talent. As a mom, content creator, and photographerit never feels like there are enough hours in theday. As someone who’s always on my feet, I always
knew I would benefit from an active compression device, But I never would have thought I could fit a recovery device sessioninto my busy schedule. However I recently
discoveredSPRYNG offers a completely wireless recovery experience in just 15 minutes, allowing you to easily fit recovery into your dailylifestyle and routine. Me and Reuben
have both tried SPRYNG and love it, it’s easy to use, (you can use it just about anywhere) really portable and compression therapy is beneficial to anyone.
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                      How Does Spinning Help Your Body and Circulation?
                    

                    
                    
                      
                      The chances are good of, hearing your mates talk of how fun and exhilarating spin classes which they attend are or ev...
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                        Fartlek Training for Cyclists - How to Improve Your Cycling Endurance
                      

                      
                      
                        
                        Coined after the Swedish term "Fartlek", which translates to "speed play", the Fartlek training method aims to improv...
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                        Guide To Strength Training For Pro-Cyclists
                      

                      
                      
                        
                        There's no doubt that pro-cyclists should practice strength training by combining cycling and weight training. Streng...
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                      Can Active Compression Wraps Help You Recover Faster from Calf Muscle Soreness?
                    

                    
                    
                      
                      Can Active Compression Wraps Help You Recover Faster from Calf Muscle Soreness?
Compression wraps for calves have bec...
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                        5 Unique Wellness Gift Ideas This Holiday Season
                      

                      
                      
                        
                        Today, a lot of people opt to use wellness treatments as it helps balance out their fast-paced lives. With a wide ran...
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                        Black Friday and Cyber Mondays are some of the best times to find deals on exclusive products you’ll absolutely love....
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                      4 Beginner Exercises to Improve Running Endurance
                    

                    
                    
                      
                      If you’re a new runner looking forward to improving your stamina and endurance, your training schedule must be based ...
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                        5 Squat Variations to Boost Strength and Power for Running
                      

                      
                      
                        
                        The squat is an essential component in your gym workout. It’s a full-body, multi-joint exercise that strengthens near...
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                        What is Ultra Running?
Did you know in 2012 the 24-hour Ultra Racing world champion ran a total distance of 277.543km...
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                Free Shipping For All USA Orders Above $100
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                10K+ Happy Customers
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                Award Winning Product

                

              

            


      









    







    
  
    
          Sign up for a Newsletter
Sign up today to get 12% off your bill for your next purchase. Always get our latest offer
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450 7th Avenue, Suite 2905 New York, NY 10123
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